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The Manitoba Chapter continues to work towards

offering education sessions to meet the needs of

our critical care nurses. With your feedback we

will continue to focus on provision of educational

events to allow for ongoing local networking and

sharing together. Please read further in this

newsletter to review the work that was done since

the Fall 2017 Newsletter. The Annual General

Meeting (AGM) was held on February 26, 2018,

prior to our Edge of Excellence Conference. The

executive for 2018/2019 was voted in at the AGM

and we will be working developing goals and

objectives for the 2018/2019 year in the coming

months. We would like to welcome Jacqueline

Molina to the executive as Member at Large.  

The Manitoba Chapter would like you, the

membership, to consider tapping a colleague on

the shoulder and discuss the value of becoming a

member to your specialty association.  

Watch your email for upcoming education

sessions this fall and in the New Year.  You can

also find all workshop and conference information

on the Manitoba Chapter web pages at

www.caccn.ca. We continue to seek feedback

from our membership on what you would like to

see happen with our local Chapter and how we

can best serve our membership 

Sara Unrau 

manitoba@caccn.ca 

MANITOBA CHAPTER EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS 

President: Sara Unrau 

Vise President: Trudy Nernburg 

Secretary: Monica Whiteway 

Treasurer: Sarah Gilchrist 

Programs: Colleen Shepherd and Andie Nordstrom 

Membership: Miranda Lindsay 

Newsletter: Sara Leinberger 

Member at Large: Jacqueline Molina 

GREETINGS FROM THE 

MANITOBA CHAPTER 

EXECUTIVE 

Spring is here. The snow has finally melted and the

little ones are finding the puddles. Watching the

sheer joy of little ones jumping in a new puddle puts

some perspective on “find something to enjoy each

day, no matter what life throws at you”.  The

changes in our work cultures continue, with many

different reports in the media on how those changes

are working or not working. In recognition of these

changes and challenges and those we have yet to

face, please take a moment for you. Find that one

thing that puts a smile on your face…puddle

hopping comes highly recommended from the 4

year old nephew! 

If puddle hopping is not quite your thing, take some

time for YOU. Focus on things that have gone well

and that have provided a sense of accomplishment.

Remain optimistic, we as critical care nurses will

continue to provide excellent care to the critically ill

and their families. Continue to collaborate with

your colleagues and friends to determine how to

handle the workplace changes. Support each other

in managing reactions to the changes that are

occurring and continue to express your concerns.

As cliché as it sounds, take time for yourself to keep

yourself centered and in a strong mental state.
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CHAPTER  EDUCATIONAL EVENTS 

REPORT 

On December 4, 2017 we were extremely privileged

to have Dr. Owen Mooney back for an encore

performance for our Annual Dinner.  Dr. Mooney

came out to speak about “Medical Marijuana”.   We

were entertained, educated, surprised and brought on

a historical journey.  Dr. Mooney speaks with passion

and excitement which makes his sessions so

enjoyable.   As we know in our changing world

marijuana will more commonly be used in medicine

but still not without many stigmas attached.   

February brought us the “Edge of Excellence”

Education Day.  A separate report is available in this

issue. 

Our next session will be an evening workshop in June

with Radiologist Dr. Dan Lindsay.  Dr. Lindsay will be

sharing his experience in Afghanistan.  There will

many stories to hear and images to see.   

“Canadian Intensive Care Week” is occurring October

27 to November 2 this year.  We are very excited to

once again to hold a fundraiser with all the proceeds

being donated to a local charity.  Watch for details in

the early fall.   

 We are looking forward to offering more amazing

education sessions to our members in the future.

 We would like to take this opportunity to thank our

Chapter Executive for all their help and support in

program planning.  A huge thank you to all of you

who have attended our programs and events.  We

are working to provide educational opportunities

that will benefit all Critical Care Nurses in Manitoba.

 Please contact us if you have any suggestions or

feedback for other educational learning.   

Andrea Nordstrom 

Colleen Shepherd 

October 27-  November 2 ,  2018  

Join us to celebrate!

CANADIAN
INTENSIVE

CARE
WEEK 

EVENING WORKSHOP JUNE 2018 

Dr. Dan Lindsay
Radiologist 
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CHAPTER  EDUCATIONAL EVENTS 

REPORT 

On February 26, 2018 we held our annual Edge of

Excellence Conference at the Norwood Hotel in St

Boniface.  The event titled “Not your Grandma’s bath

salts” highlighted some of the problems facing our

City (and Country) right now with regards to street

drugs and the increasing strain they place on our

resources, both in the hospital and in the community

setting.   

We started out the day with an amazing and

emotional presentation from Tara Brousseau Snider

from the Mood Disorders Association of Manitoba,

who spoke about the correlation between mood

disorders and addiction.  She reviewed that addiction

is often associated with individuals who suffer from

PTSD, Borderline Personality Disorder, Bipolar

Disorder and anxiety which can also lead to a high

incidence of suicide.  The take home message was

“Recovery is Hope” and that it is important for us to

know and understand the resources available, as

there are over 35 different addiction groups that

meet weekly in the City of Winnipeg. 

Next we welcomed Dr. Dana Turcotte a pharmacist,

who discussed Pain Problem: taking it to the streets.

 She highlighted that heroin was initially at the

forefront of the opioid crisis because of its ease of

availability. Currently the epidemic is related to the

growing number of drugs, specifically fentanyl and

carfentanil, which are arriving from overseas and is

being laced into the heroin that individuals are using.  .

These drugs are proving to be lethal as they are

poorly regulated and unable to be measured in

appropriate doses.   She also highlighted how

treatment of chronic pain in our patients should be a

team approach with a broader view on alternative

treatments (ie: legalized cannabis).We rounded out

the morning with a lighthearted and fun-spirited

presentation by Michelle Klimczak, RN who is a

member of the Street Connections team here in

Winnipeg.  She accentuated the WRHA model of

Client- Centered cared and how we needed to de-

stigmatize some of the behaviors of individuals who

use street drugs.  She spoke about harm-reduction

services such as providing clean needles and having

discreet needle disposal sites.  She focused on

Health Equity, which is providing care for those who

needed it the most, not just Equality which would

treat everyone the same.   

  

Edge of Excellence 2018 

"Health Equity, which 

is providing care for 

those who need it the 

most, not just Equality 

which would treat 

everyone the same" 

"Not your Grandma's 

bath salts" 
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CHAPTER  EDUCATIONAL EVENTS 

REPORT 

After lunch we had an excellent CSI case presentation

by CACCN executive member Monica Whiteway, RN.

 This case described a young man who was found at a

local nightclub after having ingested Molly/MDMA

and the heart-wrenching efforts the entire Critical

Care team made to try and save his life, which in the

end were unsuccessful.  It was truly a sad but eye

opening case. 

Next we had Dr Zoe Piggett, MD speak to us from an

Emergency Department perspective and some tools

that are used to quickly ascertain what kind of

overdose/poisoning a person may have.  

She highlighted the various toxidromes that are used

to group together signs and symptoms of various

types of drugs that are seen.  She also discussed the

“team approach” which was really a resounding theme

though out the day! 

To round out our day we welcomed back to

CACCN, Cory Guest from the Winnipeg Fire and

Paramedic Service who really drove home the

message that the current street drug problems we

face in the City of Winnipeg cross every

socioeconomic boundary.  He put emphasis on the

impact street drugs are having on school age

children and the efforts the WFPS and Winnipeg

Police Service are doing collaboratively to raise

awareness on the dangers that are out there.  He

shared a story of personal loss that he

experienced when a close friend and colleague’s

son passed away from an unintentional opioid

poisoning.   

Edge of Excellence...continued 

The MB chapter of CACCN would like 

to give a HUGE thank you to all our 

presenters, our event organizers and 

our sponsors from BD and Zoll for 

making this day an overwhelming 

success!
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RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 

Why Choose CACCN membership? Critical care

nursing is a specialty area where we care for

patients experiencing life-threatening health

issues. Critical care nurses require advanced

training and critical thinking skills to navigate

through our patient's complex cases and respond

to their critical illnesses. The CACCN vision

statement highlights that “All critical care nurses

provide the highest standard of patient and family

centred care through an engaging, vibrant,

educated and research driven specialized

community”. Who is at the forefront of critical care

science and technology? Critical care nurses – we

have the ability to make sound clinical nursing

judgments, which we build a solid foundation of

knowledge and experience. Lifelong learning and

the spirit of inquiry are essential for the critical

care nurse to enhance professional competencies

and to advance nursing practice. 

CACCN also welcomes affiliates working in other

nursing area, medical suppliers, undergraduate

nursing students and others interested in critical

care. 

Application for membership/affiliates includes both

national and local chapter membership, as well as

the following: 

>Subscription to the peer-reviewed Canadian

Journal of Critical Care Nursing™ 

>Copy of the CACCN Standards for Critical Care

Nursing Practice 

>CACCN Annual Report 

>Position Statements 

>Award and Educational Opportunities 

>Reduced conference fees at Chapter events and

the Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference 

>Educational tools and webinars to assist with

Certification through the Canadian Nurses

Association 

>Educational opportunities to accumulate

continuing learning education hours 

How to Join or Renew Your Membership 

1. Online Renewal at www.caccn.ca– select Join

US/Renewals 

2. Fax the membership form with credit card info to

519-649-1458 

3. Mail membership form with cheque, money order

or credit card information to CACCN National

Office. 

You can find a membership form on the website or

any CACCN communication board located in

various areas throughout your facility. Please let us

know if you have any new ideas or suggestions on

how we can recognize and recruit new members. 

You can reach Manitoba Chapter

member Miranda Lindsay at

mlindsay3@hsc.mb.ca
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                                        currently holds

the position of Manager of

Patient Care in MICU at Health

Sciences Centre. Dave’s

extensive nursing career spans

over 30 years, which has been

spent at Health Sciences Centre

with the majority (28 years) being

in Critical Care. he completed his

Diploma Nursing in 1987 after

obtaining a Bachelor of Arts

Degree. He started out working

in acute medicine and then

moved on to take the Adult

Critical Care Course, graduating

in November 1990. In critical

care, Dave has gone from

working as a bedside nurse in

MICU to the CRN in IICU,

Manager of IICU/Critical Care

Float Pool to Manager of MICU. 

Dave has always maintained

professionalism in any role or

position held. The staff

appreciates his no nonsense, calm

approach when dealing with

people or problem solving, but

most appreciate him bringing

Timbits to all the staff meetings!

His decision making is always fair

and rational. He is very

approachable and always open to

listen to your concerns. He is also

very supportive of his staff and

appreciative of the dynamic team

he has in MICU, which at times

can be a bit overwhelming. 

CRITICAL CARE NURSE OF THE YEAR 

Dave Silver Over the years, Dave has also

contributed to various

committees, not limited to

critical care. He was an active

member in the SWAT (skin and

wound assessment team),

starting in MICU and then as a

CRN in IICU, he also assisted

MICU and SICU during this

time. He is still involved with

Annual Pressure Wound

Prevalence and Incidence

Assessments. He was the

Clinical Lead for the Critical

Care Monitor Selection in HSC

and has been involved with

leading the Accreditation

process for Critical Care. In

2003, Dave received the Award

of Nursing Excellence,

recognizing his skills and

knowledge of nursing. 

Outside of work Dave

maintains a healthy lifestyle. He

has his Oldtimer hockey in the

winter, cottage life in the

summer and many other

activities, including yoga. He

has ridden his bike to work

from spring to fall since 1989.

He and wife Sandra enjoy

travelling. 

Dave is highly respected in his

role at HSC. He works in keeping

with the mission and goals of the

facility. He is very supportive of

his staff and promotes critical

care daily. Dave has exemplified

what it means to be a leader in a

dynamic and ever changing

environment and is very

deserving of the Manitoba

Chapter Critical Care Nurse of

the Year Award! 

Please join us in 
recognizing Dave 

Silver’s achievements as 
CACCN Manioba 

Chapter Critical Care 
Nurse of the Year!



I could listen to him for hours as

he told me stories about the days

when he worked as a pilot for

Saskatchewan Air Ambulance.  I

would imagine myself being right

beside him as he circled the dense

forest 200 feet below looking for

a clearing to land the Cessna 195

knowing somewhere down there

a patient clinging onto life was

waiting for his arrival.  

I remember one story in

particular where he and the

accompanying flight nurse

responded to a patient who had

sustained a bear attack and was

bleeding profusely. By the time

they had reached the patient “he

was as white as the snow he was

dying on”.  The flight nurse tied a

tourniquet around his thigh to

minimize the bleeding from the

life threatening wounds and said

“he needs blood and he needs it

now!”  My grandpa, one of the

first air ambulance pilots in

Canada threw out his arm and

offered himself up as a blood

donor.   

A few days later, grandpa was

told that the patient had survived

and that it must have been

something “in the blood” that

saved his life.  This is where it all

began, the pursuit to work as a

critical care flight nurse. 
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doing things like intubating

patients with gun shot wounds to

their necks, inserting a chest tube

to relieve a tension

pneumothorax, completing a

pericardiocentesis to relieve a

cardiac tamponade or simply

inserting a transvenous pace

maker for a patient with a heart

rate of 34.  

In 2011, my dreams were

actualized when I was awarded

the opportunity to work for

Lifeflight Air Ambulance (LAA). 

Lifeflight Air Ambulance 

CRITICAL CARE SPOTLIGHT 

After a number of years working

in the ER and ICU, I began my

flight nursing career with a Basic

Air Ambulance (BAA) company.

 BAA companies are privately

owned and utilized in Manitoba to

transport stable patients from

northern communities (above the

53rd parallel) to hospitals where

they receive treatment not

available in the north.  Although

flying BAA was an incredible

experience, my heart has always

been drawn to critical care air

transport where nurses assist in  

"intubating patients with gun shot wounds to 
their necks, inserting a chest tube to relieve a 

tension pneumothorax, completing a 
pericardiocentesis to relieve a cardiac 

tamponade or simply inserting a 
transvenous pace maker"

Critical Care Flight Nursing:  In the Blood

Jessica Davis RNBN, MADEM, Chief Flight Nurse of Manitoba Lifeflight Air Ambulance



The Lifeflight team is composed

of 6 extremely experienced

critical care flight nurses, 1 chief

flight nurse, approximately 30

ER/ICU trained physicians and 12

experienced pilots making for a

well greased critical care

resource.  LAA uses a Citation Jet

to respond to requests to

transport critically ill or injured

citizens of Manitoba as far south

as Piney and as far north as

Churchill and Tadoule Lake.  

Lifeflight is essentially a mobile

ICU available 24 hours/day

offering definitive airway

management, non-invasive and

invasive cardiac monitoring,

advanced trauma care, lab and

ultrasound capabilities, a

substantial drug formulary, a child

health transport team and

obstetrical expertise.  
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Lifeflight Air Ambulance 

CRITICAL CARE SPOTLIGHT 

Averaging 600+ calls per year, the

Lifeflight team faces many unique

challenges on a day to day basis

including traveling by charter

planes, helicopters, boats,

hovercrafts, in the back of trucks,

snowmobiles and sometimes even

by dog sled all in the name of

patients needing critical care

treatment and transport.  The work

that the Lifeflight nurses, pilots and

physicians do is definitely not for

the faint of heart, but I think it’s

safe to say job satisfaction keeps

our feet planted in our careers,

even at 30,000 feet in the air. 

I often think back to the days my

grandpa used to talk about when his

team would risk their own safety to

reach people in desperate need of

help.  While medicine and aviation

standards have dramatically

improved, the Lifeflight team often

battles the same obstacles grandpa

used to such as dangerous weather

and treacherous landing conditions

all in the name of saving a life.

 Some may say I’m an adrenalin

junky, others might say I am just

plane nuts but I say it must be

something “in the blood.”   

"Lifeflight is essentially a mobile 
ICU available 24 hours/day offering 

definitive airway management, 
non-invasive and invasive cardiac 
monitoring and advanced trauma 

care"
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WINNIPEG CRITICAL CARE NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 

Congratulations!Class of January, 2018 

1st Row: Annamarie Matthews, Brandy Schultz, Tamsyn Lasuita, Kristina Tolentino, Heesun Yang, Gisele

Umwali, Sophia Park, Alix Lafreniere 

2nd Row: Rebecca Hoffer, Stephanie Parkin, Ashley Hebert, Romellie Dayan, Haylie Koslowsky, Andrea

Toews, Lindsay Hoey, Brittnay Allen-Palmer, Maggie Wilson, Jessica Kroeker 

3rd Row: Courtney Paquette, Celina Chen, Christine Pinchbeck, Christine Desrochers, Kendra Dolski, Robin

Wainwright, Jazlyn Shewfelt, Anne Romio, Ashleigh Abbott, Michelle Pugsley, April Malabute, Elliana Wiens,

Debbie Pol 

4th Row: Melissa Dola, Allison Culligan, Jenna Guo, Yirun Li, Coutney Milligan, Carley Wolfe, Kristina

Woollard, Sarah Jerlo, Rikki Klusoczky 

5th Row: Archie Carganilla, Max Amrom 

6th Row: Evan Barker, Peter Chan 

Missing: Barbara Signer

The Winnipeg Critical Care Nursing Education Program (WCCNEP) is an intense program, with

14 weeks of theory, laboratory, and clinical practice to prepare nurses for providing care to the

critically ill patient. This is followed with a comprehensive Specialized Orientation period in the

critical care units at the hospitals the nurses have positions.
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WINNIPEG CRITICAL CARE NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 

S a r a h  J e r l o  a n d  K e n d r a  D o l s k

on being the recipients of the Manitoba Chapter Recognition Award 

CACCN would like to recognize 

Ashleigh Abbott RN BSN 

My name is Ashleigh and I'm

thrilled to be joining my

colleagues and mentors in

the CACCN Manitoba

Chapter Executive! 

I'm orginally from Ontario

where I graduated with a

Bachelor of Science in

Nursing in 2015. After

graduating, I moved to rural

Manitoba where I primarily

worked  

Emergency and became

interested in critical care

nursing. After two years, I

moved into a position in a

Winnipeg ER and got some

solid experience in a more

supported environment

before applying to to the

Winnipeg Critical Care

Nursing Education Program

(WCCNEP). 

As a February 2018

WCCNEP grad, I really  

wanted to dig in and get

meaningfully involved with

CACCN in order to promote

the awesome group of

nurses we have in Manitoba

critical care and our

continuing education. I plan

on helping bring our chapter

into 2018 by getting us on

social media while working

in HSC's medical ICU.

#WearWhiteWednesday

Stay up to date by following your local CACCN Manitoba chapter... 

...Brought to you by: 

@CACCNMB



Upcoming Events 

Dynamics of Critical Care™ 
Conference 2018 

September 24 to 26, 2018 
Calgary, AB 

Registration opens in June 

The Manitoba Chapter of CACCN annually allocates funds to promote professional development and

financially support members attending short-term critical care educational sessions. 

At the discretion of the Education Fund Committee, funding will be awarded to those seeking critical care

CNA certification, or those attending critical care workshops or conferences. 

Funding covers costs such as tuition, registrations, flights and hotel accommodations. The Education fund

does NOT cover personal costs such as food and entertainment. To ensure equitable distribution of funds,

applicants are required to identify all alternate funds applied for or received to their CACCN education fund

request. 

Process: 

-Applicants must be members of the Manitoba Chapter for a minimum of two years prior to the application

date.  

 -The funding approval and amount dispensed will be determined by the Education Fund Committee using

the merit points system as a guide.  

-The member must have accumulated a minimum of 50 points to be eligible for funding 

 -Annual maximum funding per applicant is $ 500.00 

 -All applications must be received prior to the education session.  

 -Original receipts must be submitted within 30 days following the session (photocopies are NOT accepted).  

Successful applicants are required to submit an article on the educational session attended for the

newsletter before funding is dispensed. 

Awarded: 

Funding will be awarded annually in June and November

Manitoba Chapter Education Fund

From IEDs to ICU 
Tuesday June 12, 2018 

Registration deadline June 8, 2018 

If you have been a member for

more than 2 years, submit your

name to manitoba@caccn.ca

before July 15th if you are

planning to attend Dynamics in
Calgary to be entered into the

draw.  

If you have been a member less

than two years submit your

name to manitoba@caccn.ca

before July 15th if you are

planning to attend the next Edge
of Excellence in Winnipeg to be

entered into the draw.”

Win your next tuition for 
Dynamics in Calgary!


